Nevada SBDC Success Story Narrative – Perigo Corner Market

In 2015, Jessica “Jess” Trask moved back to her family’s ranch, Perigo Hay & Cattle, to start managing it. Jess took on this role with a vision to improve the genetics of the family’s herd and to start selling beef directly to consumers. By 2020, Jess had realized the goal of selling beef D2C!!

Amidst their expanding entrepreneurial endeavors in mid-2021, Jess and Terrill Trask requested advising from the Nevada SBDC, looking for assistance with purchasing a building to start a corner market. Nevada SBDC advisor Caroline McIntosh met with the couple and helped them to investigate purchasing the target property for several months. However, it eventually became clear that the first building was too costly to pursue...

In 2022, the couple once again decided to pursue purchasing a building in which to open Perigo Corner Market, and they started discussing the opportunity with their SBDC advisor Caroline. However, the building purchase process continued to be a challenge.

So, in 2023, Jess and her husband Terrill Trask pivoted and opened their own catering business that featured beef from the Perigo Hay & Cattle. The business, Perigo Corner Market catering, was another step towards making the Trasks’ farm-to-fork vision a reality.

Finally, in late 2023/early 2024, the Trasks came upon the idea to start JT’s Steakhouse, a restaurant that would feature farm-to-fork dining, made possible with prime, Black Angus beef from Perigo Hay & Cattle. With assistance from their Nevada SBDC advisor, the Trasks applied for and received financing through a forgivable loan program called Nevada RISE. Having received the loan and guidance from the Nevada SBDC, the Trasks opened JT’s Steakhouse to rave reviews in early 2024.

Nevada SBDC Success Story Bulleted Summary – Perigo Corner Market

- Business: Perigo Corner Market and JT’s Steakhouse
- Description of Business: Provide farm to fork dining from Perigo Hay & Cattle through Perigo Corner Market catering and JT’s Steakhouse, a new steakhouse in Ely.
- Problems Encountered: Construction cost challenges for two different stand-alone corner market opportunities caused the clients to pivot and focus on opening JT’s Steakhouse.
- Assistance Provided: Assisted client with one-to-one business advisement for three years. Clients initially considered two other sites for the corner market prior to focusing on opening JT’s Steakhouse. JT’s Steakhouse received a RISE Forgivable Loan to help with the construction costs for the new steakhouse restaurant.
- Resources Used: Client received one-on-one business advising throughout the process.
- Results: Client has opened JT’s Steakhouse to rave reviews. They focus on the farm to fork by serving local beef from Perigo Hay & Cattle.